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ABSTRACf

Subpicosecond all optical switching device is pursued using a passive
GaAsIAIGaAs multiple quantum well nonlinear directional coupler and an active
GaAsI AIGaAs nonlinear directional coupler.

A passive device showed all-optical

switching from 2: 1 contrast ratio to 2:3 with optical pulses detuned below the heavy hole
exciton resonance. Underlying mechanism for the ultrafast switching is identified as an
adiabatic following in semiconductors.
With an active nonlinear directional coupler made of superlattice core, we
demonstrated the lowest switching energy device (6pJ) with fast response of a few
hundred femtoseconds. But no switching behavior is observed in an active nonlinear
directional coupler which consists of well separated quantum wells. The importance of
waveguide structure is emphasized while interpreting properties of waveguide core.
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INTRODUCTION

In contrast to an electrical pulse, an optical pulse has very attractive properties for
communication such as high speed, wide band width, coexistence, and insensitivity to
electrical interference. These properties are challenging for data processing because light
does not interact easily, even though all optical devices can respond to an optical pulse
instantaneously.

The most successful hybrid system is found in optical fiber

communication systems where optical fiber replaces a copper wire for long distance
communication, while fast electronic devices still handle the signals that convert optical
pulses to electrical pulses, and vice versa.

It is desirable to process information directly in optical pulse format. Nonlinear

optical devices such as ultrafast optical switches and gates are being considered for optical
communication and infomlation processing systems. As for the material to realize these
devices, semiconductors have been actively pursued because of their large third order
optical nonlinearity, and the possibility of integration of optical elements with electronic
devices on one monolithic chip, which offers the possibility of truly integrated photonics.
In addition, a multitude of physical effects allowing controlled light amplification,
absorption, and detection make semiconductor devices the prime candidate for
employment in future photonic switching networks.

State of the art crystal growth

techniques like metal-organic-chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), and molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE), allow fabrication of structures with low crystal defects, with sufficient
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control of impurity doping, and layer thickness to make possible the utilization of quantum
effects, modifying the density of states and exhibiting phenomena such as clearly
distinguishable excitonic absorption peaks at room temperature.

In pursuing all optical switching devices, the interaction between signal and control
optical pulses is mediated by the third order optical nonlinearity (X(3» of the host medium.
Unfortunately, X(3) of most host media is very small requiring high intensity control pulses
for all optical switching. So, it is desirable to fabricate optical devices in a waveguide
form which keeps the light in small transverse interaction area, resulting in a long
interaction length and high intensity from low power sources. As an electrooptic device, a
waveguide helps to decrease the energy required to control the device by orders of
magnitude (T. Tamir 1990). With the advent of the currently prevalent semiconductor
heterostructures, waveguiding is achieved by employing the different refractive indices of
binary, ternary, or quaternary materials of different compositions.

This results in

considerable flexibility in adjusting the refractive index step to the application in mind with
low optical guiding losses.

Compared to glass waveguides and LiNb03 waveguide

devices, large dielectric constants and large attainable refractive index steps of
semiconductors offer better optical confinement, and as a consequence, the packing
density gets higher because much smaller bend radii are possible.

This dissertation describes efforts to realize an all optical switching device, namely
a nonlinear directional coupler (NLDC) with subpicosecond response time and moderate
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optical power requirement, based on GaAslAIGaAs semiconductor waveguides.

We

demonstrated the lowest switching energy device (6 pJ) with fast response of a few
hundred femtoseconds. The dissertation is laid out in the following way. In chapter 1,
because of confusing usage of unit systems and conventions of complex electric field
definition, basic equations modeling a waveguide are summarized in SI units toward the
operating principle of NLDC first suggested by Jessen (1982). Chapter 2 describes the
experimental observation of transient bleaching always accompanying the optical Stark
effect in semiconductors, and the theoretical modeling based on the semiconductor Bloch
equations. The transient bleaching and blue shift of exciton levels by an off-resonant
intense optical field is called adiabatic following in semiconductors. In chapter 3, all
optical switching with a passive GaAsI AIGaAs NLDC is presented, utilizing the
instantaneous nonlinear refractive index associated with the optical Stark effect. It is also
discussed how the effects of two-photon absorption on switching performance can be
minimized by choosing an appropriate energy band gap distribution of waveguide
materials.

In chapter 4, all optical switching utilizing the optical nonlinearity of a

semiconductor gain medium is presented, which has two contradicting results. Theoretical
explanations are not available yet. It is also emphasized that the waveguide structure itself
plays an important role in the observed optical properties of the waveguide core medium.
Finally it will be concluded in chapter 5 with suggestions to improve an all-optical
switching of NLDC.
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Chapter 1
DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES

Optical waveguides are the structures used to confine and guide light in guidedwave and integrated optical devices. The main advantage of waveguides for nonlinear
optics is that high intensities can be maintained over long distances. In this chapter, the
basic theory of dielectric waveguides is summarized towards the operation principles of
the nonlinear directional coupler.

1-1 Wave equations

The propagation of an electromagnetic field in a medium can be described by
Maxwell's equations, which result in the following wave equations in SI units,

(1)

where E is the dielectric constant, Jl is the magnetic permeability and a is the conductivity
of the medium. In most dielectric waveguides, the variation of the dielectric constant over
a wavelength is small, i.e.,

'AV In E «

1. Also, the magnetic permeability is assumed to be

that of free space (Jl = J..lo), and the conductivity to be zero. Equation 1 then reduces to
the familiar vector wave equations for the electric and magnetic field. The fast time
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varying component of the electromagnetic (EM) fields can be separated out in a quasimonochromatic approximation in a similar manner to that used when obtaining the time
independent SchrOdinger equation. Defining the complex notations of the electric and
magnetic fields by
E(i=,t) = Re(E(r,t»

= Re(E(r)e irot )

irot
H(r, t) = Re(H(r, t» = Re(H(r)e
),

(2)

Maxwell's curl equations become

vx E(r) = -iroJLH(r)
Vx H(r) =

(3)

iroE E(r) .

With the above notation convention for the EM fields, the radiation intensity I of a linearly
polarized plane wave is given by
(4)

where

S= Ex H is the Poynting vector, n is the index of refraction, Eo is the electric field

amplitude, Zo( =~Jlo I Eo

= 377 Q)

is the free space impedance, and the braket with the

subscript t denotes time averaging.

For a typical waveguide geometry where the dielectric constant is independent of
propagation direction, here assumed to be the z-coordinate, one can distinguish a
transverse field and a longitudinal field. In dealing with waveguide problems, one usually
focus on the transverse field component. A mode of a waveguide is defined as a field
solution of the form
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E(f) = Eo(x,y) e-i'Yz
(5)

H(f) = Ho(x,y) e-i'Yz ,
where 'Y is the propagation constant. Inserting the modal fields into Maxwell's curl
equations, one obtains a set of equations for the EM field components
iWEEOx =

oHoz . H
ay
+ 1'Y Oy

iWEEoy = -i'YHox - oHoz
ox
oHoy _ oHox
iWEEoz =
ox
oy
. H
lWJl Ox =

oEoz

-Ty -

1'Y Oy

oEoz
ox
oE
oEox _
oy
oy
ox

iWJlHoy = i'YEox
iWJlHoz =

(6)

.E

+

These equations are subject to the boundary conditions of the specific waveguide
geometry.

1-2 Planar slab waveguide

The planar slab waveguide is the simplest waveguide geometry, and is formed by a
high refractive index material layer between two lower refractive index media. In a planar
slab waveguide, the light is confined by total internal reflection in one dimension only.
This direction is chosen to be the x-direction. The refractive index of a planar guide and
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the corresponding modal fields are function of this coordinate only ( i.e., a I ay = 0 ). A
planar slab waveguide supports transverse electric (TE) modes with zero longitudinal
electric field component (Boz ... 0) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes with zero
longitudinal magnetic field component (Hoz ... 0).

For the TE modes, one can get a wave equation for Boy by setting Boz=O in
Equation 6 obtaining

(TE mode)
and Eox

=O.

(7)

When the electric field component Boy is found to satisfy the continuity

conditions which are same as the boundary conditions for the magnetic field
(Hmedluml

Hox

= Hmedlum2 ),

the magnetic field components are easily found yielding

"/

i aE

oy
=- - E OY ' Hoy'" 0, andH oz =- - a '
J..lOO

J..lC.I>

x

For the TM modes, the wave equation holds for Hoy
(TMmode)
.
WIth Eox

"/

=-

£00

Hoy, Eoz

(8)

-i aHoy
£00 ax

=- - - , and Boy ... 0, Hox ... Hoz ... O.

When a medium has no absorption or gain, the propagation constant becomes a
real number ,,/2

= n;

k~, where l1e is the modal effective index, and

ko is the free space
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wave number (21t I A ). Replacing 00, Jl, and E by the free space wave number and the
indices of refraction of the layers n~

= Ell Eo,

the wave equation for the TE modes

becomes

(9)
For the four layer slab waveguide shown in Figure 1 (with labels as shown), which would
be used in the effective index method analysis of a rib waveguide, the solution becomes
EOY (x) = Eo cos( -qd + a)e P (x+d)
Eo cos(qx +a)
Eo cos~ (e- rx +~erx)

l+p
Eo(e- ra +~era)e-s(x-a)

for

x<-d
-d<x<O
O<x<a
a<x

x

Figure 1. Four layer slab waveguide. The indices of refraction
are assumed to be n2 > nit n3 and n3 > n4. Eoy(x) is the TE mode
electric field distribution.

(10)
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The effective index (ne) of a mode can be found numerically from the continuity conditions
at the boundaries, which are as follows:
at x ... -d,

a =qd -

at x ... 0,

~

at x"" a,

p=--e

R

tan -\ (p I q)

= (r - q tan a) I (r + q tan a)

(11)

r-s -2ra
,
r+s

and Eo is related to the intensity as shown in Equation 4.

1-3 Channel waveguide

Channel waveguides provide two dimensional confinement of light which are used

in many active and passive devices of integrated optics. The additional confinement in the
y-direction brings many desirable characteristics such as single mode operation, and
savings in external drive power. Trying to derive an analytic soultion to the vector wave
equations for the channel waveguide is a hopeless task, and therfore one resort to
numerical schemes.

Saad (1985) reports on a variety of methods suitable for the

numerical analysis of channel waveguides.
Utilizing the scalar field approximation, Marcatili (1969) introduced the field
shadow method in which the EM fields in the shadowed regions (Fig. 2) are ignored. He
also showed that there are two types of modes, the

E~

mode with Ex and Hy as the main
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E~

field components, and the

mode whose main field components are By and Hx. The

subscripts p and q indicate the number of extrema of the field in the x and y directions.
Eventhough these modes have longitudinal components Ez and Hz, conventionally,
called a TM mode and,

E~

E~

is

is called a TE mode, depending on the major field directions

in analogy to the slab waveguide modes.

x

nc
TIl

TIr

TIl

y

ns

Figure 2. Field shadow approximation for a channel
waveguide. The electric fields in the shadowed regions
are ignored in the approximation.

1-4 Effective index method

The effective index method has been used quite often in the analysis of planar
channel waveguides. This method yields accurate field solutions approximating the actual
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fields when the transverse (x-direction) dielectric constant variation is large compared to
the lateral (y-direction) one. This approach becomes intuitively appealing especially when
the lateral index is obscured due to a geometric structure such as a rib waveguide.

From the wave equation for the planar slab waveguide (eq. 9), the modal refractive
index is given by

J

E~y[f,-+ k~n2(x)] Eoydx
k~JIEoXdX

(12)

When the cladding layer (n3 layer in Fig. 1) is made thinner, the modal field is compressed
more and more since the n4 layer has a much lower index of refraction. The second
derivative of the field on the compressed side gives a negative contribution to the modal
index change, aside from the minor contribution of the weighted average of refractive
indices. Such a modal index difference provides the lateral confinement of light in a rib
waveguide. An electric field distribution of a four layer waveguide which has symmeu'ic
cladding layers (n .... n3) is illustrated in Figure 3 for several cladding layer thicknesses.
The index step An is defined as the difference between the value of 11e with full cladding
thickness and the value of ne with thinner cladding thickness.

For a two dimensional dielectric waveguide, the wave equation within the scalar
field approximation becomes
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nl

n2

n4

n3

1.0
0.8

ne "," 3.34176
a"'" LOS Jlm
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0.0
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1.0

1.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5
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0.8

I.40E-3

a"'" 0.S3Jlm

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-1.5
1.0
0.8

-1.0
~ne ""

.(1.5

I.S9E-3

a = O.48Jlm

0.6
0.4
0.2

O·QI.S

-1.0

.(1.5

Layer Thickness (Jlm)

Figure 3. Electric field distribution in a three layer waveguide. a is the
top cladding layer thickness. The maximum of the electric field amplitude
is normalized to one.
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In the effective index method, 'I'(x,y) is factorized into u(x;y)v(y), where u(x;y) is the
transverse mode distribution whose parametric y dependence comes from the variation of
layer thickness, and v(y) is the lateral mode distribution.

Assuming the change in

propagation constant (koDe) due to layer thickness variation is small compared to the
changes in the propagation constant from the dielectric constant variation in the xdirection, the derivatives of u(x;y) with respect to y can be neglected. Then the scalar
wave equation becomes completely separable into transverse and lateral modes,

where neo(Y) is a separation constant which has parametric dependence on y. The problen
is reduced to two planar slab waveguide problems.

After evaluating neo(y) and the

transverse mode u(x;y) at each point of y using
(16)

neo(y) is used to calculate the modal effective index ne and the lateral mode v(y) using
(17)

Then the product of u(x;y) and v(y) yields the appropriate scalar field mode in two
dimensions with a propagation constant f3 - ko De.
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1-5 Coupled mode theory

The presence of a perturbing polarization due to the scalar deformation of a
waveguide or of a nonlinear polarization, leads to a change in the modal electric field
(a~

amplitude
E(x,y,z)

along

= a l1 (z) c l1 (x,y)

the
where

propagation
ell

axis

of

a

waveguide.

Assumung

is the normalized modal electric field distribution, the

change in the modal electric field amplitude can be described by the coupled mode theory
(T. Tamir, 1990)

aaaz

l1
--+iR
a = -iro
-

1-'11 11

4

JI P- ·e· dxdy,
pert

11

where PI1 is the modal propagation constant and

P

pert

(18)

is the perturbing polarization.

When two waveguides are placed closely together, the presence of the second
waveguide deforms the dielectric constant distribution of the first waveguide.

This

deformation is represented by the difference ~£(x,y) between the actual dielectric constant
distribution and the nominal dielectric constant distribution £(x,y). Then the modes of the
isolated waveguides are coupled to each other through the linear perturbing polarization
(19)
where EI and E2 are the electric modal fields of each of the unperturbed (isolated)
waveguides.

The directional coupler suggested by Marcatili (1969) as an optical

switching device utilizes a linear coupling between the adjacent waveguides via P~. A
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nonlinear polarization p~) from a X(3) process will also couple the two modes. The third
order nonlinear polarization induced by two electric fields is given by

Inserting the total perturbing polarization

Ppert = P~ + p~)

into Equation 18, one

obtains the well known coupled mode equations for a nonlinear directional coupler first
suggested by Jensen (1982)

az ~lal = Qlal

i aa l -

+ Q2a2 + (Q31a112 + 2Q41a212 ) a l

az ~2a2 = Qla 2 + Q2al

i aa 2 -

2

(21)

+ ( Q31aJ + 2Q41 a l1 ) a 2 ,

(22)

where

(23)

(24)

(25)

el (x,y)

and

e2 (x, y)

are the transverse modes of the isolated waveguides normalized to

carry one unit of power
(27)
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2

so that I a l 1 becomes the power in Watt carried by each waveguide.

The optical

nonlinear coefficient n2 is defined by n .. no + n2I, where I is the intensity given by
Equation 4. The nonlinear coefficient n2 then has a relation to the third order nonlinear
coefficient X(3) given by
n2

Zo 3
=-2

no

(3)

(27)

'4 X

The contribution of each term to the pulse propagation in a directional coupler will be
discussed in the later sections.

1-5-1 Directional coupler

Without the nonlinear polarization contribution, two identical waveguides (PI
P2) transfer their power completely to the other waveguide periodically.

0=

QI is the

correction on the propagation constant due to the presence of the adjacent waveguide. Q2
is the coupling coefficient of the two waveguides which determines the periodicity of
complete power transfer. For two identical slab waveguides (Fig. 4-a), Somekh (1974)
showed that the coupling coefficient Q2 is given by
for TE modes,

(28)

where W is the width of waveguide, S is the spacing between the waveguides, P = neko is
the modal propagation constant, and
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hy

= ko~n~ - n~

Py

= ko~n~ - n~

(29)

Rewriting Q2 as an explicit function of the modal index of refraction ne,

exp(

21tS~n~ -n~
A

)

Equation 30 shows an interesting aspect of the coupling coefficient.

(30)

As the optical

confinement increases, i.e., the index step (n2-n3) increases, the exponent term decreases,
but the fractional term at the front increases because the electric field of the mode is
confined better in the perturbed polarization region. So, the TE mode coupling coefficient
has its maximum when these two effects compromise.

A simple approximation for the coupling coefficient of channel waveguides is
obtained if one multiplies the coupling coefficient Q2 of slab waveguides by the ratio
between the mode power confined in the high index region in the x-direction and the total
mode power.
Q2( channel waveguide)

. t2

=

sm (hxt)

Q2( slab waveguide),

(31)

t + ---'--"-'-

Px
where t is the thickness of high index region, and hx, px are defined similarly to Equation
29. For a well confined waveguide, most of the power propagates in the high index
region.

Therefore, the coupling coefficient Q2 of slab waveguides becomes a good

approximation for channel waveguides.
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Figure 4. Directional coupler. (a) is an index distribution for a slab
waveguide directional coupler. W is a width of waveguide. S is a spacing
between waveguides. (b) shows ouput power on each waveguide when the
light is coupled to WG 1.
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As illustrated in Figure 4-b, when light is coupled to a waveguide (WGl), the
coupled equations (Eq. 21) without nonlinear tenns can be easily solved to yield
a. (z) = a o cos(Q 2z)e -il3z

(32)

a 2(z) = -a o sin(Q2 z)e -il3z ,
where

~

...

~.

+ Q. ...

~2

+ Q.. The powers of the radiation concentrated in each

waveguide are given by
2
p.(z) = 1a.1 = a~ COS2(Q 2Z)
2
P2(z) = 1a 21 = a~ sin 2 (Q2 z) .
If the propagation distance satisfies Lc

=

Ii

(33)

Q ' which is called the coupling length, the
2

power in WGI transfers to WG2 completely.
propagation constants

(~. ¢ ~2

If there is a difference between the

) of the two waveguides, the power transfer becomes

incomplete (H.G. Unger, 1977). This characteristic of the directional coupler suggests its
use as an optical switch in which the amount of light coupled from one waveguide to the
other is controlled by an external electric signal applied to a waveguide made of
electooptic material (B.AJ. Marcatili, 1969; S. Somekh, 1974).

1-5-2 Nonlinear directional coupler (NLDC)

The nonlinear interaction modifies the exchange of power between the two
adjacent waveguides in a directional coupler. Various working conditions for switching
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and amplification have been studied for a NLDC (S.M. Jensen, 1982; B. Daino et ai,
1985; A.T. Pham et ai, 1990, 1991).

As suggested by Jensen (1982) for a intensity dependent switch, when all of the
power is initially launched into one waveguide, the transmitted power for the input
waveguide becomes
(34)
where m = p(0)2 I P;, Pc is the critical power defined as Pc = 4Q 2 1(Q3 - 2Q4) , and
cn( <l>lm) is a Jacobi elliptic function. The other waveguide carries the power difference
P 2(z)

= PI (0) -PI (z).

When the input power is low (m« 1), the Jacobi elliptic function

becomes COS(2Q2Z) reducing Equation 34 to the linear directional coupler case (Eq. 33).

With a device of length equal to the coupling length

Le,

the output power exits

from the other waveguide when a low intensity input is used. This is called a cross state.
As the input power increases, the coupling between two waveguides breaks up, and the
power is kept in the input waveguide. This is known as the parallel state. As shown in
Figure 5, the two waveguide outputs have the same power when the input power is
0.984*Pc which is defined as the cross-over power. With Pin - Pc, the phase shift (6<1»
through a device length becomes
(35)
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neglecting the cross phase modulation (Q4) tenn in Pc. If the device length is small ( = 1
mm long), a high intensity input (Pc) induces an index change of An =A. / L =10-3 , which
is comparable to the lateral index step of a rib waveguide. This self-defocusing optical
nonlinearity may destroy the index guiding properties of the waveguide, and has to be
taken care during device design.
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Figure S. Nonnalized output power of NLDC cut at one coupling length
Le. The input is coupled to WG 1. Input power is nonnalized to the critical
power Pc, and the transmission of each waveguide is nonnalized to an input
power.
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Chapter 2
OPTICAL STARK EFFECT IN SEMICONDUCTORS

2-1 Introduction

The optical nonlinearities of semiconductors have been studied with resonant or
above band gap pumping, creating real electron-hole pairs. The experimental results have
been successfully compared with a theory that takes into account the many-body effects of
exciton screening, band gap renormalization, band filling and broadening of the tail state.
However, the large optical absorption of semiconductors makes the resonant optical
nonlinearity inappropriate for waveguide device use.

When a direct band gap semiconductor is irradiated with a short laser pulse below
the band gap, a blue shift of the exciton line is observed similarly to what happens in an
atomic system (A. Mysyrowicz et aI, 1986). Since its first observation in semiconductors,
this effect attracted much attention for its potential application in ultrafast optical
switching devices. The optical Stark effect is well-known in atomic systems where the
coherent light field mixes the wavefunctions of two states leading to dressed states. The
energy levels of an atom shift to the blue by 2'J?E~/lIlloo, where

J..L is

the optical transition

matrix element, Ep is the pump electric field proportional to the square root of the pump
intensity, and Iloo is the detuning of the optical frequency from the atomic transition
frequency.
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Although excitons are commonly thought to behave like hydrogen atoms, the shift
of the exciton energy level could not be investigated until the arrival of femtosecond laser
system. The problem is much more complicated in semiconductors than in atomic physics.
Such a coherent effect can only be observed if the time scale of the measuring technique is
shorter than the characteristic equilibration times of semiconductor electron-hole
excitations, whose dephasing time is often on the order of a few hundred femtoseconds,
near the band gap, at room temperature. With a time resolved pump and probe technique,
the coherent light matter interactions can be monitored by the probe pulse, which carries
snap shot information of the interaction for each time delay.

In the excitonic Stark effect experiment, a fast reduction of exciton absorption line
is always observed to accompany the blue shift (A. Mysyrowicz et aI, 1986). Although
this bleaching does not completely recover on a femtosecond time scale, it has a
component which lasts no longer than the duration of the pump pulse (W.H. Knox et aI,
1989). The long lasting component is attributed to the screening of 2D excitons by 3D
carriers generated by the two-photon absorption in the multiple quantum well sample.
The fast bleaching recovery in the optical Stark effect of GaAs quantum wells was
identified as transient adiabatic following in a semiconductor, and applied to all-optical
switching with the demonstration of a NLDC device (S.G. Lee et aI., 1991).

Adiabatic following is an off-resonant effect which occurs when the duration of an
optical pulse is less than the phase relaxation time, and the magnitude of the pulse
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detuning from the resonance is greater than its inhomogeneous linewidth (L. Allen and
1.H. Eberly, 1975). Under these conditions the quantities in the optical Block equations
(M. Lindberg and S.W. Koch, 1988) which describe the system, namely, the population
inversion and interband polarization, have a time dependence detennined by the
instantaneous amplitude of the optical pulse envelope, i.e., they follow the field. The same
conditions are also applied to excitons in semiconductors for the large detuning limit, if the
optical pulse width is few hundred femtoseconds.

2-2 Experiment

Time resolved pump-probe experiments were carried out using a synchronously
pumped mode-locked (SPM) dye laser with an average output power of 25 mW with 82
MHz repetition rate, and center wavelength tunable from 850 nm to 870 nm. This tuning
range covers the band edge of the GaAs MQW samples investigated, at room temperature.
The SPM dye laser consists of a 100 J.1m thick LDS821 laser dye jet as the gain medium, a
100 J.1m thick IR140 dye jet as the saturable absorber, and a Brewster cut FlO glass prism
pairs separated by 31 cm for chirp compensation. The SPM was pumped with 650 mWof
average power of a frequency doubled mode-locked ND:YAG laser. Figure 6 shows the
characteristic background free intensity autocorrelation and the spectrum of SPM dye
laser output pulses.

The pulses are approximately transfonn limited with a time-

bandwidth product of /). t . /). V = 0.2, assuming a sech2 pulse shape.

The ideal time-
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bandwidth product for a sech2 pulse is 0.31 (J .-C. Diels et al., 1985). The noise properties
of this laser have been studied by P.A. Harten, et al. (1992), showing that the pump laser
noise is the main contributor to SPM dye laser noise.

The arrangement for the room temperature experiments (Fig. 7) on MQW's used
an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), which had a 1 JlS duration and 0.01 duty cycle. The
AOM was placed in the beam immediately after the laser cavity to prevent thermal buildup

in the sample by the high repetition laser. Autocorrelation measurements indicate that the
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AOM temporally broadens the initial 60 fs full width at half maximum (FWHM) pulses to
260 fs FWHM. A half-waveplate with a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) provides two
beams with orthogonal polarizations and adjustable intensity ratio of pump and probe
pulses. The pump and probe pulses are recombined collinearly with another PBS. The

Frequency Doubled Nd-YAG Mode-Locked Laser
82 :MHz, 70 ps
SPM Dye Laser
82 :MHz, ,... 100 fs, 850 - 870 nm

A/2
PBS
lOX

PBS

~
SPEC.

PBS

SAMPLE

SLIT

Figure 7. Nearly collinear pump-probe experiment layout. The
abbreviations are following: AOM (Acousto-optic modulator); A/2 (Halfwave plate); PBS (Polarizing beamsplitter); SPEC (Spectrometer); OMA
(Optical multichannel analyzer).
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time delay

~t

... tpmbe - tpump is adjusted with a stepper motor controlled delay line. After

the sample, the pump pulse is blocked by an iris and diverted by a PBS placed before the
spectrometer.

The samples were MBE grown GaAs!AlxGal_xAs multiple-quantum-wells (MQW)
with 76

A, and

152

Athick GaAs wells.

The 76

AGaAs MQW sample consists of 63

o

layers of GaAs wells and 81 A Al o.37 Gao.63 As barriers with total GaAs thickness of 0.48
J.1m. The 152
barriers.

A GaAs

MQW has 100 layers of wells and 104

A thick

Alo.33Gao.67As

The GaAs substrates of both samples were removed for the transmission

measurements. After lapping the sample down to 50 J.1m using 30 J.1m and 15 J.1m grain
size polishing papers in sequence, it was thinned by jet chemical etching until the stopping
layer (AlxGal_xAs layer with x > 0.3) was reached. A mixture of ammonium hydroxide and
hydrogen peroxide was used for the jet chemical etching, with a volume ratio of I NH40H
(assay NH3 : 28%) : 100 H20 2 (assay H20 2 : 30%). The chemical etching rate of GaAs
was about 1 J.1m1min.

In all room temperature measurements the laser center wavelength was adjusted so
as to be detuned by 4 '"" 5 ER below the heavy hole excitation, where ER is the bulk GaAs
exciton Rydberg energy, i.e., 4.2 meV. The absorption spectra of the sample were
measured by an optical multichannel analyzer at the output of the spectrometer, for each
time delay between pump and probe. A negative ~t means that the probe pulse arrives at
the sample before the pump pulse.
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Figure 8. Probe absorption spectrum for 76 A GaAs / AlO.37Gao.63As
MQW. ~t is defined as tprobe . tpump • The pump wavelength is centered
at 855 nm. a) shows the development of blue shift and bleaching of
exciton absorption. b) shows the recovery of the exciton absorption.
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Figure 8-(a) shows the development of the blue shift and bleaching of heavy hole
absorption spectra for the 76
delays.

A GaAslAlo.37Gao.63As

MQW sample for negative time

The pump wavelength was centered at 855 nm corresponding to a 5.3 ER

detuning, and the pump intensity was about 300 MW/cm2 • The solid line represents the
linear absorption without pump pulse while the dotted and dashed lines correspond to the
absorption spectra with the presence of pump at each time delay. The 8t

=

0 coincides

with the time delay of maximum exciton bleaching, not of maximum excitonic Stark shift
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Figure 9. Blue shift of 76 A GaAs IAlo.37Gao.63As MQW
heavy-hole exciton in the optical Stark effect. The wavelength
interval of OMA pixels is shown as an error bar corresponding
to ± 1 pixel.
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(Fig. 9). The latter is consistently seen at negative time delays, both in experiments and
theoretical calculations (N. Peyghambarian et aI., 1990). It occurs when the probe pulse
comes just before the pump pulse, so that the probe induced polarization can interact with
the entire subsequent pump pulse, and it has not undergone significant dephasing when the
pump pulse arrives. Figure 8-b shows the recovery of the exciton absorption from the
maximum bleaching.

Similar behavior of the Stark shift and bleaching was observed in a 152

A

GaAsiAlo.33Gao.67As MQW sample (Fig. 10). The detuning of pump photon energy from
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Figure 10. Probe absorption spectrum for 152 A GaAs I AlO.33Gao.67As
MQW. Pump wavelength was centered at 872 nm corresponding 3.8
ER detuning. The heavy hole exciton line width was difficult to
determine due to the closeness to the light hole exciton.
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the heavy hole exciton was set at 3.8 ER by tuning the dye laser wavelength to 872 nm.
With this smaller detuning, the optical Stark shift is clearly distinguishable, and reaches its
maximum magnitude at

~t

... -200 fs. Compared to the recovery in Figure 8-(b), the

partial recovery of excitonic bleaching at

~t

.. 400 fs (dot-dashed spectrum) results from

real carrier generation caused mainly by the spectral overlap of the pump and the
absorption spectra.

The fast recovery of the excitonic bleaching at room temperature is attributed to
the adiabatic following in a semiconductor, instead of exciton ionization through exciton
phonon collision which takes about 300 fs at room temperature (W. Knox et aI., 1985).
As an exciton breaks up into an electron-hole pair through phonon absorption, the exciton
absorption would recover with some degree of screening effect by electron-hole pair. This
process will be hindered if the zone center LO phonon population is suppressed, as it is at
low temperature.

In fact, measurements at low temperature display the same fast

bleaching and recovery of the exciton.

For the low temperature experiments, a colliding pulse mode-locked (CPM) dye
laser amplified by copper vapor lasers (CVL) in cascade operating at 750 - 800 nm was
employed. First a broad band continuum was generated focusing CPM pulses amplified by
a 8 kHz CVL onto an ethylene glycol jet. Then, the desired near IR (793 nm) portion of
the generated continuum was selected by an interference filter with 10 nm bandwidth and
reamplified using a second CVL. The autocorrelation of the pump pulse and the cross
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correlation of the pump and probe pulses in this case were 200 and 300 fs, respectively.
The sample was an MBE grown multiple-coupled-quantum-wells (MCQW) with 60
0 0 0

0

periods of 47 A GaAs / 3 A AlAs / 47 A GaAs coupled wells and 198 A Alo.I3GaO.87As
barriers. The sample was kept at 10K with a liquid helium cryostat.

Figure ll-a shows the linear absorption spectrum of the GaAs MCQW at 10K in
which the exciton lines are splitted according to the symmetry of envelope wavefunctions.
The symmetric state of heavy hole and light hole excitons lie at 787.3 nm and 782 nm
respectively. Figure Il-b shows the absorption spectra of the sample near the symmetric
states with the pump at 2.7 ER below the lowest exciton resonance and for different time
delays

~t.

The absorption spectrum at -5 ps delay (solid line) is same as the linear

absorption, since the low repetition rate of amplified pulses ensures complete recovery of
carrier transitions in GaAs whose interband life time is about IOns at low temperature.
With narrow linewidth of exciton transition, it clearly shows the heavy-hole exciton line
has been blue shifted and bleached at
corresponding to

~t

~t

= 0 (dashed line). The dotted line in Figure 11

= 500 fs, demonstrates that the blue shift and bleaching are mostly

recovered. Since the exciton ionization into electron-hole pair takes much longer than a
few hundred femtoseconds at low temperature, one can safely rule out the exciton versus
the free electron-hole pair phase space filling effect for the observed ultrafast exciton
bleaching and recover observed.
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Figure 11. The abso~tion spectra of a Ga1s MCQW ~t 10 K. Theosample
has 60 periods of 198 A Alo.t3Gao.87As /47 A GaAs /3 A AlAs / 47 A GaAs
layers. a) is the linear absorption spectrum without pump pulse. S and A
stand for symmetric and asymmetric states respectively. HH stands for
heavy hole exciton, LH for light hole exciton. b) shows the absorption
spectra at different time delays with pump pulse detuned 2.7 ER from S-HH.
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2-3 Adiabatic following in a semiconductor

Equipped with huge numerical calculation power, theoretical modeling of the
microscopic dynamics of optical excitations in semiconductors has been developing rapidly
accompanying direct comparison to experimental results, although the many body nature
of the semiconductor excitations makes it a difficult task (H. Haug, 1990; H. Haug and
S.W. Koch 1993). The ultrafast response of the exciton to a nonresonant optical pulse has
been described by the inversion, and interband polarization of the system through the
semiconductor Bloch equations (M. Lindberg and S.W. Koch, 1988). The semiconductor
Bloch equations are the two-band model equations which include the many body Coulomb
effects in the time-dependent Hartree-Fock approximation. The interaction of electronhole systems with an applied optical field is treated as a classical dipole interaction. The
equations of motion for the expectation value of the population of the state, fk' and the
interband polarization, P k, are the following:

where Ek

=Eg + 1i 2k 2 12m -IiOOL,

and OOL is the central frequency of the excitation

pulse. Here, T 2 is the phenomenological phase relaxation time, T I is the longitudinal
relaxation time, J.l is the interband dipole matrix element, E is the electric field amplitude in
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the rotating frame, V is the Coulomb potential, and f~ is the quasi-equilibrium carrier
distribution. In these equations, the electron and hole distribution functions are assumed
to be equal, i.e., fe

= fh = f , which is valid on a time scale where carrier-carrier scattering

process can be ignored. Note that when terms proportional to the Coulomb potential are
ignored, the equations reduce to the optical Bloch equations for a set of two level systems
(TLS). Retaining the Coulomb terms however, generalizes the equations to a set of Bloch
equations appropriate for an interacting system. These additional Coulomb terms are
infinite sums which renormalize the system energy, as well as the applied electric field
inside the semiconductor. Nevertheless, despite their many body character, these two
quantities, the complex interband polarization Pk and distribution function fk' can be
thought of as the components of a Bloch vector in analogy to a TLS as described later.

The numerical evaluation of the optical Bloch equations with off-resonant pumping
reproduces the main characteristics of the experimental observations, namely the blue shift
of the exciton line and the transient bleaching. The calculations have been done ignoring
the T I relaxation term because the pulse duration is much shorter than the carrier life time.
The material parameters are those of a 50

A GaAs MQW at room temperature with a 1.2

ER Lorentzian-shape homogeneous linewidth. The light hole exciton level is ignored in the
calculation, as well. The optical pulse is assumed to be Gaussian with 70 fs FWHM and 1
GW/cm2 peak intensity. The detuning below the resonance is assumed to be 7.3 ER•
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Figure 12-a shows good qualitative agreement with the experiment : the exciton
both shifts at negative time delay and bleaches. The Stark shift which reaches a maximum
at a negative time delay fully recovers after several hundred femtoseconds, while the
exciton bleaching which reaches its maximum does not quite completely recover. The
absorption spectrum is plotted in units of the bulk exciton Rydberg energy ER with respect
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Figure 12. a) Calculated transient heavy hole exciton absorption spectra for a
room temperature SO A GaAs MQW. The following parameters were chosen for
the simulations : 1.2 ER homogeneous broadening of exciton, 1 GW/cm2 pump
pulse intensity, 7.3 ER detuning below the resonance, and 70 fs FWHM duration.
ER is the exciton Rydberg energy, Eg is the bandgap energy. b) Temporal profiles
of the carrier density (solid line) and the pump pulse intensity (dashed line) used in
the simulation.
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to the unrenomalized (no excitation) bulk GaAs band gap.

The heavy hole exciton

absorption peak appears at -2.7 ER due to the confinement effect of the quantum well.
The dt ... -250 fs curve exhibits the blue shift of the exciton peak with respect to the linear
absorption without bleaching. When dt - 0, the exciton absorption is bleached even with
a transient gain on the low energy side tail while the peak is still blue shifted. Finally, the
blue shift and bleaching recovers almost completely at dt ... 250 fs. In the calculations, the
amount of the long lived bleaching is determined by the dephasing time T 2 in the vicinity
of the pump pulse frequency.

Since a microscopic calculation of the frequency

dependence of the homogeneous exciton broadening within the solution of the
semiconductor Bloch equation would be a very involved task, this frequency dependence
has been treated as a parameter. Hence only the qualitative behavior of the time evolution
of the spectrum is correctly taken into account in the numerical solution.

Figure 12-b shows the temporal behavior of the created carrier density, which is
proportional to ftot (t) = 2 L fk (t) , along with the pump pulse temporal shape. The factor
k

2 is introduced for spin degeneracy. There is a fast component of the carrier density
which follows the pump pulse.

A small long lasting tail is due to the incoherent

component of the real carrier generation whose magnitude depends on the choice of the
dephasing time. With a relatively large detuning below the exciton resonance, the pump
pulse generates carriers, which are often called virtual carrier although they are real
carriers existing only during the presence of pump pulse. These transient carriers reduce
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the exciton oscillator strength via phase space filling, causing the ultrafast exciton
bleaching and recovery. Such response of a semiconductor to an energetically detuned
optical pulse is named as the adiabatic following in semiconductors like the counterpart in
atomic physics.

Finally, one can make a few qualitative comments about the application of the
geometrical representation of the Bloch equations used for a TLS to a semiconductor
situation (Fig. 13). Adiabatic following for a TLS is described by a torque vector O(t),
with components (- Jl~(t) , 0, !J. ) , where!J. ... (~ - (0) is the detuning of the applied field
from a resonance (~), and a Bloch vector p(t) which has an Z component equal to the
inversion. The X and Y components of the Bloch vector correspond to the dispersive
component and the absorptive component of the dipole moment, respectively.

The

equation of motion for the Bloch vector in the rotating frame at the angular frequency of
an optical field, is following:
(38)

At t ... -00, E(t) = 0 and the torque vector points sU'aight up in the Z direction. As the
pump pulse arrives, the torque vector swings off the axis along the X axis with a
magnitude proportional to the instantaneous value of the pump pulse's electric field. The
deviation of the torque vector from the vertical axis however, is very small because of the
large detuning.

The Bloch vector adiabatically follows the torque vector, and its Z
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component, the inversion, does also. This description accurately describes the carrier
density evolution in Figure 12-b. In a semiconductor, we are concerned with an exciton
which is made up of a linear combination of electron-hole states. There is a slightly
different torque and Bloch vector associated with each state.

Nevertheless, in a

semiconductor, each component of the total inversion follows the pump field envelope just
as in the two-level case. Therefore the description of the exciton bleaching and recovery
as adiabatic following, is consistent in the geometrical picture.

z
A.

-.

Q(t= -(0)

y

-

p(t= -(0)

Figure 13. TLS picture of the adiabatic following. X, Y, and Z
coordinates correspond to the real and imaginary parts of dipole moment,
and the popUlation inversion respectively. Without absorption, the
magnitude of Bloch vector p(t) is constant.
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Chapter 3
ALL-OPTICAL SWITCHING WITH OPTICAL STARK EFFECT

3-1 Introduction

As Marcatili envisioned, optical switching in waveguide devices can be obtained by
changing the coupling between waveguide modes.

Some devices based on the

electrooptic effect of the LiNb03 crystal, such as balanced bridge modulators, are
commercially available. Such hybrid devices however share the problems of the electronic
devices with the added RC time constant of the electrodes surrounding the waveguides.

Standard integrated optics devices can be operated in an all-optical mode by the
employment of waveguide media with intensity dependent refractive indices. The speed of
such devices is limited only by the recovery time of the optical nonlinearity. If nonlinear
materials with subpicosecond recovery times are utilized, integrated all-optical switching
elements could surpass the signal processing speed of electronic devices, providing a much
higher bandwidth.

Since Jensen (1982) suggested the basic operation principles of the nonlinear
directional coupler (NLDC) , this device has been examined in detail theoretically and
experimentally. NLDCs with one coupling length (Lc) were demonstrated for all-optical
switching using the Kerr nonlinearity of optical fiber (S.R. Friberg et al., 1988) and the
optical nonlinearity of semiconductors. Some NLDC's were based on the resonant optical
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nonlinearity of the semiconductors (N. Finlayson et aI., 1988; R. Jin et aI., 1988: P.
LiKamWa et aL, 1990, 1991; C.L. Chuang et aL, 1992). These devices relied on the
optical nonlinearity originating from the redistribution of real carriers. Therefore, the
upper bound on switching recovery time is set by the recombination time of the carriers.
As shown in the all-optical switching with GaAsiAIGaAs multiple quantum well NLDCs
(R. Jin et al., 1988; P. LiKamWa et aL, 1990), the switching recovery time can be shorter
than the carrier recombination time, because carrier diffusion reestablishes the symmetry
of the waveguides in the NLDC before the carriers recombine. LiKamWa (1991) obtained
130 picosecond switching recovery time using the resonant optical nonlinearity of GaAs /
AIGaAs MQW zero-gap NLDC by sweeping out the carriers from the waveguide region
with an electric field. Excited carriers still impose a problem on device performance, since
they release energy as heat while recombining and the throughput of a device is low. The
heat restricts the repetition rate of the device regardless of switching recovery time.

All-optical switching operation at the spectral transparency region of the nonlinear
medium is therefore desirable (S.R. Friberg et al., 1988; P.A. Harten et aL, 1990; A.
Villeneuve et al., 1992).

In the transparency region, optical pulses do not generate

carriers, and the optical nonlinearity is almost instantaneous. However, the magnitude of
the optical nonlinearity in the transparency region is usually very small requiring high
intensity input pulses. Femtosecond laser pulses can provide such high intensities without
carrying huge amounts of energy. Friberg (1988) demonstrated all-optical switching in a
Ge-doped dual core fused-quartz fiber NLDC operating with the optical Kerr nonlinearity
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(n2 "" 1.6xlO- 16 cm2/W). It was also shown that single beam switching was incomplete
because of pulse break-up. If the input pulse has a continuous temporal envelope, the
intense portion of the pulse which exceeds the critical power (Pc) switches while the low
intensity wings remain unswitched lowering the contrast ratio of switched state. The small
optical nonlinearity of glass fiber required excessively high peak power for all-optical
switching for a few centimeter long device.

Semiconductors are the other choice of

nonlinear media whose n2 ranges from 10- 13 cm2/W to 10- 12 cm2/W for GaAs, depending
on the detuning from resonance.

Harten (1990) showed instantaneous all-optical

switching of a GaAs/AIGaAs multiple quantum well NLDC near the band gap. Below
resonance, one can obtain high speed and high transmission by avoiding real carrier
generation through linear absorption. As the optical pulse is detuned from resonance, the
nonlinearity decreases requiring high peak power for operation. If the pulse intensity
becomes of the order of 1 GW/cm2, two photon absorption (2PA) loss becomes significant
for millimeter long GaAs optical devices whose 2PA coefficient (~) is about 23 cm/GW.

V. Mizrahi (1989) developed a criterion on the figure of merit (FOM) to
characterize the usefulness of nonlinear media. For the third order optical nonlinearity
(X(3», the FOM is defined in a way to quantify the 2PA induced loss experienced by a high

intensity optical pulse which generates a light induced phase shift of 47t
FOM ==

< I,
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where n2 is the nonlinear refractive index, J3 is the 2PA coefficient, and A is the free space
wavelength of light.

Unfortunately, the near band gap optical nonlinearity of

semiconductors has FOM larger than 1 (K.W. Delong and G.I. Stegeman, 1990). To
avoid the 2PA loss, Villeneuve (1992) used wavelength below the half band gap of
AIGaAs and GaAsIAIGaAs MQW waveguides, where 2PA is energetically forbidden.
Below half band gap, the optical nonlinearity is so small that the high intensity optical
pulse required for all-optical switching experienced higher order multiphoton absorption
for a short device (.... 5 mm).

The multiphoton absorption problem was solved by

increasing the device length to 2 cm (A. Villeneuve et aI., 1993). The light induced phase
change due to n2 is proportional to the device length (L)

where 10 is the input intensity.

The transmission of a waveguide with three photon

absorption (3PA) loss only is given by
T(L)

=

I(L)

10

=

1
(1 + 'YLI~ )~ ,

where 'Y is the 3PA coefficient. The transmission loss due to 3PA becomes less for
increasing length, compared to 2PA process. So, if the loss in the

X(3)

optical nonlinearity

at below half band gap is compensated by increasing the device length, lowering the
switching power, the loss due to 3PA effectively gets smaller since it scales as LI~ for low
loss, and as .J[ 10 for high loss.
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This chapter describes the sub-picosecond all-optical switching behavior of a
GaAsI AIGaAs multiple quantum well NLDC near the band gap (S.G. Lee et aI., 1991).
The origin of the ultrafast refractive index modulation is identified as the adiabatic
following in a semiconductor already described in chapter 2.

This interpretation is

supported by an instantaneous increase of the total transmission through the device, which
arises from the transient shift and bleaching of the exciton resonance during the presence
of the pump pulse. The effect of 2PA on the total transmission of the device is revised.

3-2 Sample Structure

The nonlinear directional coupler was fabricated of a MBE grown GaAsIAIGaAs
MQW waveguide structure on a GaAs wafer (Fig.14). The lateral confinement of light
was achieved by ridges on the top cladding layer formed using reactive ion etching with
boron tri-chloride (BCb) gas. In the transverse direction, the waveguide core region, 1.2
J.1m thick, consisted of 60 periods of 100A GaAs / 100 A AlO.28GaO.nAs quantum wells.
The top cladding layer was made of 1 J.1m thick AlO.13Gao.87As, and the bottom cladding
layer was made of 3 J.1m thick AlO.3GaO.7As.

The heavy hole and light hole exciton

absorption peaks of the MQW core layer were observed at 848.4 nm and 843 nm
respectively.

The directional coupler sample consisted of two 2 J.1m wide channel

waveguides with a 2 J.1m spacing between them. The sample length was 1.2 mm.
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Figure 15 shows the refractive index distribution in the transverse direction
together with the calculated TE mode intensity distribution. The refractive indices of bulk
GaAs and AlxGatoxAs at 870 nm were calculated using the empirical expression formulated
by D W. Jenkins (1990). The refractive index for the MQW core region was estimated
using the thin-film approximation of van der Ziel and Gossard (1978), which takes the
weighted average of each layer's dielectric constant as follows
n 2TB

=

2
n TM

=

n 2ww+n 2b b
w+b
w+b
w
b
-2+ n w n 2b

,

111111111111111

GaAs(lOOA)/Al.2BGa.7zAs
(lOOA) MQW (60 periods)
AI.]Ga.7As ( 3 J.1D1)

GaAs Semi-insulating Substrate

Figure 14. GaAsIAIGaAs MQW NLDC waveguide structure. The guided
mode is mostly confined in the MQW core region (r - 0.93). Two 2 JlIU
wide ridges with 2 Ilm spacing were fabricated by reactive ion etching.
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where nw, nb are the bulk refractive indices of well and barrier respectively, w is the well
thickness, and b is the barrier thickness. Obviously, above equations do not take into
account neither the quantum confinement effect nor the heavy-hole light-hole band
splitting of MQW. As shown in Figure 15, the thick bottom cladding layer and the large
refractive index step between core and bottom cladding layer assured that the guided light
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Figure 15. Refractive index distribution of GaAs!AIGaAs MQW
waveguide structure. Thick solid line is the transverse refractive
index profile of the waveguide. Thin solid line represents the TE
mode intensity distribution with 1 J.Lm AlO.13Gao.87AS cladding
layer. The dotted line is for 0.24 J.Lm AlO.13Gao.87AS cladding
layer.
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was well separated from the GaAs substrate which is highly absorbing at 870 nm. The
small index step at the core and top cladding layer interface forces the waveguide to
support only a single mode. The mode confinement factor (r) of the slab waveguide was
estimated to be 0.93 with full thickness of the top cladding layer (1 /lm). As the top
cladding layer thickness is reduced, the mode distribution becomes more confined in the
core region.

Also the effective index of the mode becomes smaller.

When the top

cladding layer is etched 0.74 /lm, the effective index step in the lateral dimension is
estimated to be 8n ... 1.0x 10-3 using the effective index method described in chapter 1.
This estimation serves only as a guide line for the waveguide mode determination, because
the uncertainty on the etching depth, as measured with a profilometer, is too large to allow
for any accurate calculation of the mode or the coupling length of the device.

3-3 Experiment

The NLDC all-optical switching experiment was carried out with a small
modification on the pump-probe experiment setup iof Figure 7. In this experiment, the
center wavelength of the SPM dye laser was located at 868 nm. The polarization of the
pump was chosen to be perpendicular to the MQW plane (TM mode). Therefore, the
selection rules on the heavy-hole and light-hole exciton transitions grants a large detuning
of the pump pulse from resonance, corresponding to 42 meV (10 ER) below the light-hole
exciton transition. The probe polarization, at the same wavelength, was parallel to the
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MQW plane (TE mode) corresponding to a 33 meV (8 ER) detuning from the heavy-hole
exciton transition. The larger detuning of the pump pulse from the resonance reduces the
real carrier generation by the band tail absorption, minimizing the unwanted long lasting
nonlinearities due to electron-hole plasma.

Pump and probe beams were combined colinearly at a polarization beam splitter
(PBS). Both beams were then end fired into the same waveguide of the NLDC with a
40X microscope objective lens whose numerical aperture (N.A.) was 0.65. The probe
pulses, which monitored the pump induced changes in the device, were collected at the
output end with a 20X microscope objective lens (N.A .... 0.25). After deverting the pump
beam with a PBS, the probe pulses were simultaneously imaged on a CCD camera and on

CCDTV
Camera

Pump beam

Probe beam

PBS
Pump
Block

Figure 16. Colinear pump and probe set-up for NLDC all-optical
switching experiment. Pump and probe beams are modulated by an AOM
with 1 J.1Sec duration and 0.01 duty cycle to avoid the thermal buildup.
The NLDC sample is 1.2 mm long. PBS (polarizing beam splitter), BS
(beam splitter).
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a OMA diode array. The CCO camera monitored the probe intensity profile throughout
the experiment, and the OMA diode array served as a line scanner of the NLOC output
intensity profile. The built-in functions of the OMA couldd record the transmission of
each channel simultaneously as a function of time delay. The modified section of the
experiment layout is schematically pictured in Figure 16.

The operation principle of the NLOC as an all-optical switch is simple even though
the origin of the optical nonlinearity requires massive theoretical works. The low intensity

30~----~--~~~~~~------~--~~~

0.1

Pump Intensity ( OW / cm2 )

Figure 17. Relative probe transmission of the two channels as a
function of pump intensity at a fixed time delay. The intensities are
normalized by the transmitted total intensity. Pump and probe
beams are end coupled to channel 2.
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probe pulses, which are coupled to channel 2 of the NLDC at the input facet, cross couple
into channell for the coupling length (Lc). However, the simultaneous application of a
strong pump pulse in channel 2 results in the destruction of this coupling, as the index of
refraction in the guiding region is changed, forcing the probe light to stay in channel 2
(D.1. Mitchell and A.W. Snyder, 1989). A typical NLDC switching behavior of the
sample is shown in Figure 17, where the normalized relative transmission of each channel
is plotted as a function of the input intensity of the pump pulse at a fixed time delay. Since
the length of the sample is not completely optimized, not all of the probe light is coupled
to channell. As the pump intensity is increased, it is clearly shown that the probe pulse
switches back from channel 1 to channel 2.

The dynamics of this nonlinear directional coupling operation were measured using
a time resolved pump-probe experiment. Figure 18-a displays such an operation, where
the output intensity profiles are plotted for different time delays between the pump and the
probe pulses in 0.1 ps steps. The pump intensity was about 2 GW/cm2 • Subpicosecond
all-optical switching is shown clearly. At large negative time delays, for which the probe
pulse leads the pump pulse, most of the probe pulse exits the device through channell,
after cross coupling, as in a linear directional coupler with one coupling length. At zero
time delay, the probe pulse is switched back to channel 2 as a result of pump action. For
large positive time delays it returns to its initial path, channell. A cycle of switch ON and
OFF is completed. Despite the small lateral index step (lxlO-3) calculated by the effective
index method, the contour map of the probe intensity profile normalized to the total
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Figure 18. Time resolved NLDC all-optical switching behavior. a) NLDC
output intensity profiles for different time delays. The pump intensity was
about 2 GW/cm2 • b) Normalized transmission of the two channels as a
function of time delay.
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transmission (Fig. 19), shows that probe mode is well confined in the NLDC waveguide
region, even at zero time delay, i.e., the outer contour lines are parallel. Figure 18-b
shows the transmission of each channel nonnalized to the total transmission of the NLDC,

in which switching and recovery takes place within the autocorrelation width of the 260 fs
pulse, which is about 400 fs. The unrecovered part of the signal is attributed to the real
carriers excited by band tail absorption.
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Figure 19. Contour map of the nonnalized probe intensity
distribution in Fig. 18-a). The dark gray level represents high
intensity. Note that this plot shows the intensity distribution at the
output facet of the NLDC (vertical axis) as a function of time delay
(horizontal axis).

In the waveguide experiment, the ultrafast change in the absorption coefficient (a)
of the sample usually manifests itself as a change in its transmission (T). Because of the
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relatively long sample length (1.2 mm) necessary for the operation of the NLDC, a direct
observation of the nonlinear process near the exciton peak, where arL »1, is not
possible. However, the large L makes the device very sensitive to small changes of the
absorption coefficient, since

~T/T -= -~arL,

which are difficult to detect in a thin film

sample. The transient blue shift and bleaching of the exciton resonance in the optical
Stark effect is expected to cause a transient increase in the total transmission of the NLDC
(~T

> 0), if one assumes that the 2PA loss and the change of guiding properties are

negligible. Indeed such a transient increase in the total transmission of the NLDC was
observed, as shown in Figure 20. About 30 % maximum relative transmission increase
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Figure 20. Total probe transmission of NLDC as a function of time delay.
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(AT/T) was observed at zero time delay. Because of the instantaneous response of the

optical nonlinearity and the transient transmission increase at zero time delay, the origin of
the optical nonlinearity responsible to the observed all-optical switching is attributed to an
adiabatic following in semiconductors, namely the optical Stark effect.

The incomplete recovery of the transmission in Figures 18-b and 20 may be
attributed to the generation of real carriers, either by one-photon absorption or twophoton absorption.

To distinguish between the two processes, one can analyze the

dependence of the unrecovered part of the signal in Figure 18-b on the pump intensity.
This incomplete-recovery component, which is roughly proportional to the carrier density,
should vary quadratically with intensity for two-photon absorption, and linearly for onephoton absorption in the exciton tail, if carrier diffusion is negligible. The result is shown
in Figure 21 where the unrecovered part of the signal, i.e., the difference between
normalized transmission in Figure 18-b) at At = -1 ps and At = 1 ps, is plotted as a
function of pump intensity. One picosecond positive time delay assures that the probe is
temporally separated well from the pump and that the NLDC does not reestablish its
symmetry via carrier diffusion. Jin (1988) showed that the switching recovery through the
carrier diffusion took about 4 ns. The pump intensity dependence of incomplete-recover
component in Figure 21 indicates that the two-photon absorption is negligible in this case,
since the quadratic coefficient is much smaller than the linear coefficient in fitting the data.
It even shows some degree of saturation in carrier density. Thus, it has been concluded
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that the generation of carriers by linear absorption is responsible for the incomplete
recovery of the NLDC operation. This conclusion is also supported by the long lasting
and structureless total transmission increase in Figure 20, in which the probe absorption is
bleached by the carriers generated by linear absorption of the pump pulse.
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Figure 21. The magnitude of the unrecovered signal as a function
of pump intensity. Solid line is the best fit for channel 1 (solid
squares) and dashed line is the best fit for channel 2 (open circles).

3-4 Discussion

The effect of 2PA on probe transmission in a pump-probe experiment can be
separated into two terms: 1) instantaneous decrease in transmission, in which pump and
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probe contributes a photon each, 2) relatively long term transmission change due to hot
carriers excited by the pump pulse. When one considers a near band gap experiment,
there are several competing physics for the instantaneous transmission change such as
2PA, optical Stark effect, or spectral hole burning of absorption. The magnitude of these
last two effects should be affected by the mode confinement factor in the active region,
even though 2PA affects the probe transmission over the entire mode volume. In the
experiment, the multiple quantum well NLDC sample had a large confinement factor for
the GaAs quantum well layers (rwell

...

0.47). Therefore, the transmission increase due to

the optical Stark effect and possible spectral hole burning could dominate over the
transmission decrease by 2PA loss at zero time delay as in Figure 20.

Two photon absorption generated hot carriers affect the probe transmission with
distinct relatively long term features. As soon as the carriers are generated, Coulomb
screening will increase the transmission by reducing the exciton absorption strength
regardless of the energy level of the carriers. As the carriers relax to the band edge via LO
phonon emission, absorption bleaching occurs which will increase the probe transmission
with a few picoseconds time constant (.... 5 ps). Also, the accumulating carriers in the core
region can gradually degrade the guiding property of a waveguide, by lowering the
refractive index of the core. The NLDC waveguide sample did not show any change in
the guided mode, as shown in Figure 19. And the total transmission (Fig. 20) showed
instantaneous increment without a time dependent structure, which means the hot carriers
do not reach the bottom of the quantum wells. Figure 22 depicts the possible scenario of
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hot carrier distribution. As the hot carriers cool down, they find a lower energy state in
the top cladding layer which has lower aluminum concentration than the MQW barriers.
This process is enhanced by the thin quantum well whose thickness (100 A) is comparable
to the carrier scattering length. With such thin widths, carrier capture by quantum wells is
very inefficient

So only a little amount of hot carries can reach the bottom of the

quantum wells. As 2PA generated carriers are moved away from the core region to the
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Figure 22. Transverse band gap profile of GaAs I AIGaAs MQW
waveguide structure. The hot carriers excited by 2PA do not affect
probe transmission, since they migrate to the top cladding layer which
has lower band gap energy. The band gap energy of bulk AlxGal_xAs is
calculated by E~ (x < 05) = 1.42 + 1.23· x (e V) .
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top cladding layer, their effect on the probe transmission is minimized, because the optical
mode is highly confined in the MQW core region (r ... 0.93).

In the GaAs/AIGaAs

multiple quantum well NLDC sample, the carriers excited through linear absorption right
at the bottom of quantum well determine the probe transmission after the pump pulse is
gone, not the 2PA carriers.

In conclusion, subpicosecond all-optical switching is demonstrated with a GaAs I
AIGaAs multiple quantum well NLDC near the band gap.

The origin of the optical

nonlinearity is attributed to the optical Stark effect which is supported by the
instantaneous increase in transmission. Hot carriers excited by two photon absorption did
not manifest themselves in the measurement because of the effective removal of hot
carriers from the waveguide core region.
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Chapter 4
OPTICAL NONLINEARITY IN A LASER DIODE

4-1 Introduction

As discussed in chapter 3, the use of near band gap optical nonlinearities of
semiconductors for all optical switching is limited by two photon absorption (2PA). One
of the ways to avoid this limitation is to utilize optical nonlinearities below half band gap
where 2PA is energetically not allowed. At such energies, the figure of merit for all
optical switching (2~lJn2) becomes zero regardless of the magnitude of the optical
nonlinearity. Therefore, one has freedom in choosing the nonlinear refractive index of X(3)
process with losses only coming from higher order processes like 3PA. For devices
operating below half the band gap, only size of the device matters as is in the case for
optical fiber devices. The all-optical switching performance of NLDC with below half
band gap nonlinearity is good (A. Villeneuve et al., 1993). However with this method, the
true advantages of using semiconductors for photonic circuits such as controlled light
amplification, absorption, detection, and device size, are abandoned.

Another method is to utilize a resonant optical nonlinearity, which has a very large
nonlinearity, but has problems of linear absorption loss and recovery time limitations (R.
Jin et al., 1988). The linear absorption loss can be easily suppressed and even converted
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into gain by applying a current. As the optical nonlinearity gets larger, a device can
operate with such a low input intensity that 2PA becomes negligible.

As a semiconductor becomes inverted, i.e., conduction band and valence band are
populated with electrons and holes by the injected current, there are two distinct regions in
the spectrum, the gain region for long wavelengths and the absorption region for short
wavelengths, which have opposite signs of the optical nonlinearity ; positive for the gain
region, negative for the absorption region.

Because of the immediate need for the

dynamic and spectral characteristics of semiconductor laser diodes and amplifiers which
affect the modulation response and ultimate modulation bandwidth, the gain nonlinearity
of semiconductor laser diodes has been studied extensively. Hultgren and Ippen (1991)
reported a pump-probe experiment on a Hitachi HLPI400 laser diode which had 500

A

thick bulk Alo.osGao.9sAs as the active layer. The probe in the absorption and gain regions
showed a transmission loss with a component that recovered in the picosecond time scale.
Also, the probe transmission changes in quasi-equilibrium reSUlting from the pump induced
carrier density changes lasted for the carrier life time. However at the transparency point,
where the transition from gain to absorption occurs, a picosecond transient transmission
loss was observed without a long lasting component.

The absence of long term

component can be explained easily by the exact balance between carrier density changes
by stimulated emission and stimulated absorption, which gives no net carrier density
change. The transient component consisted of two time constants of 0.15 ps and 1.7 ps,
and was attributed to free carrier heating, and later to carrier heating by stimulated
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emission (C.T. Hultgren et al., 1992). Time resolved probe phase shift measurements with
a time division interferometer (MJ. LaGasse et al., 1989) showed an instantaneous
negative phase change at the transparency point which could not be resolved by the 440 fs
pulses used in the experiment. The modal nonlinear refractive index coefficient (n2) was
estimated to be -5xlO- 12 cm2/W.

Further work on the subpicosecond gain dynamics by Mark and Mj2lrk (1992) near
the transparency point and absorption region of a bulk InGaAsP optical amplifier showed
somewhat different probe transmission compared to Hultgren's 1991 work. Their probe
transmission was close to Hultgren's 1992 work. The experimental probe transmission
measurement was in good agreement with a model calculation which included carrier
heating by free carrier absorption and stimulated emission, spectral hole burning, and twophoton absorption. With the density matrix formalism, Nambu and Tomita (1994) carried
out extensive numerical work on the gain nonlinearity. They pointed out that spectral hole
burning and carrier heating effects are main contributors to the nonlinearity observed in
the various experiments, and that probe transmission of degenerate pump and probe
experiments depends on the probe bandwidth which averages the oscillatory changes in
carrier temperature and density.

Not much attention has been paid to semiconductor laser diodes, despite their
large nonlinear refractive index. The measured instantaneous nonlinear refractive index
coefficient (n2) of semiconductor amplifiers ranges from -5xlO- 12 cm2/W (C.T. Hultgren et
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al., 1991) to -2xlO- 1I cm2/W (RS. Grant et ai, 1991). However, the magnitude of modal
n2 depends more strongly on the mode confinement factor of the waveguide rather than on
the material. The nonlinear refractive indices for InGaAsP optical amplifiers are n211 ... 3.2xlO- 12 cm2/W when the mode confinement factor (f) is 0.05 (K.L. Hall et al., 1993)
and n2

EO

_2xl0- 11 cm2/W when r

... 0.39 (R.S. Grant et ai, 1991), where n211 iepresents the

optical nonlinearity induced by the co-polarized pump. Some optical switching devices
were demonstrated using the nonlinear refractive index of semiconductor amplifiers, such
as TOAD (terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer by Sokoloff et al., 1993), and
NLDC (C.L. Chuang et al., 1992; S.G. Lee et al., 1994).

This chapter describes the subpicosecond all-optical switching in a current injected
semiconductor NLDC (S.G. Lee et al., 1994) and the gain dynamics in semiconductor
amplifiers in which the probe transmission not only depends on the gain medium but also
on the waveguide structure.

4-2 Experiment

4-2-1 Double Heterostructure NLDC
The experiments were carried out using a self mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser which
produced 130 femtosecond transfonn-limited pulses tunable from 780 nm to 880 nm at 90
MHz repetition rate.

Near the tuning limits of the laser, such as in the case of this

experiment, the pulse width increased to 200 fs mainly due to the bandwidth limit of the
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laser cavity mirrors. Except for the IR laser, the experimental set up was the same as in
Figure 16. A half-wave plate with two polarizing beam splitters provided collinear pump
and probe beams with orthogonal polarizations. The light intensity was varied using a
circular neutral density filter which did not displace the beams. The light was end-fired
into one channel of the NLOC by a 40x microscope objective lens with a numerical
aperture (N.A.) of 0.46. The transmitted light from each channel was collected with a 20x
microscope objective lens whose N.A. was 0.50, and imaged onto both a TV camera and a
detector using a thin-film beam splitter. The output powers from both channels were
simultaneously measured using a quadrant silicon photodiode and two lock-in amplifiers.
Each sector of the photodiode was independently reverse biased with 9 volt batteries for
good linear response over a wide range of power levels with the cross-talk between two
adjacent sectors being less than 5 %.

The sample (Fig. 23) was grown by the metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVO) method. It had a double heterostructure (OH) with a core which consisted of
10 periods of 100 AGaAs quantum wells and 50

AAlo.2Gan.sAs barriers.

Guiding in the

vertical direction was achieved by two AlO.3Gao.7As layers above and below the intrinsic
MQW core region. The large band gap of the high aluminum concentration cladding
layers provided good carrier capture into the core. The thin and low barriers of the MQW
core ensured good thermalization of the carrier densities between the wells through
tunneling (W.T. Tsang, 1981). The Alo.3Gao.7As cladding layers were p- and n-doped, for
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p+. GaAs (0.3 Ilm)
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GaAs (100 A) I Alo.2Gao.aAs (50 A)
MQW (10 layers)
n • Alo.3Gao.7As (3.3 Ilm)

Au Ge/Nil Au

Figure 23. Structure of the NLDC on MOCVD grown DR laser diode.
The waveguides are reactive ion etched to 0.86 f.1m deep. The strip
width is 3 f.1m and the spacing between two waveguides is 2 J.1ffi. The
slab waveguide mode confinement factor is 0.41 without current.

electric contact. Reactive-ion-etching (RIE) of pairs of closely spaced (2 f.1m) ridges on
the highly p-doped top AIGaAs layer resulted in channel definition of the NLDC. By
removing the highly doped GaAs layer, the current confinement was achieved under the
channels through a Schottky barrier at the metal and semiconductor interface. After RIE,
the whole wafer was coated with gold on both sides for good ohmic contact. The sample
used in the experiments was the same as the NLDC sample used by Chuang (1992). It
was cleaved to have 3 pairs of 1.24 mm long NLDC's.

After cleaving, the n-doped
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substrate side was indium-soldered to a brass heat sink, which was kept at 21 DC by a pair
of Peltier coolers.

Figure 24 shows the luminescence spectra taken at various currents. At 120 rnA of
current injection, which corresponded to 40 rnA per waveguide pair, the luminescence
spectrum of the NLDC peaked at 879 nm. The luminescence peak wavelength did not
change up to 300 rnA of total current, but as the injection current increased to 400 rnA,
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Figure 24. Luminescence spectrum of NLDC on the DH laser diode wafer.
The sample has three pairs of 1.24 mm long NLDCs. The current specified
is for the total current supplied to the sample. The dot-dot-dashed line is
the spectrum taken at the middle of two NLDCs showing the heavy hole
exciton peak at 865 nm.
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the luminescence peak shifted slightly to a longer wavelength due to poor thermal
conductivity through the thick substrate. Between two NLDC's where no current was
injected, the luminescence from the waveguide region experienced strong absorption of
the MQW core layer before exiting the sample. The spectrum (dot - dot - dashed line in
Fig. 24) taken at the middle of two NLDC's with 210 rnA total current shows the heavy
hole absorption peak at 865 nm.

Also, the guiding loss of the waveguide at 879 om increased as shown in Figure
25, since the refractive index of the MQW core region became smaller with carrier
injection. The current confinement under the waveguide was not strong enough, causing
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the luminescence from the etched area to become dominant as current increased. The
coupling efficiency was estimated to be 25% with 25 cm-! loss at 120 rnA current injection
by comparing the output power of two NLDC's with different lengths at the same current
density.

The single-beam switching behavior of the current injected DH NLDC is shown in
Figure 26, with 120 rnA of injection current, for each polarization, at 879 nm.
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Figure 26. Normalized transmission of single beam experiment on DH
NLDC. The output of each channel is normalized to the total transmission.
Channell's output is marked by squares and the output of channel 2 is
marked by circles. The solid curves are for TM polarization and the dashed
curves are for TE polarization. 120 rnA of total current was injected for 3
pairs ofNLDC's.

By
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increasing the input pulse energy, the ratio of the output powers of the two channels
changed from 1 : 3 to 1.4: 1 for TM polarization, and to 1.7 : 1 for TE polarization. The
cross-over pulse energy, which is a pulse energy version of the critical power, can be used
to compare the optical nonlinearities of semiconductor NLDC's. The cross-over pulse
energy of this current injected NLDC was 13 pJ for TM polarization, and 6 pJ for TE
polarization. This is roughly one order of magnitude smaller than those of resonant
passive NLDC (R. Jin et aI., 1988), and also smaller (with better contrast) than the active
NLDC based on gain saturation (C.L. Chuang et aI., 1992), and a factor of 10 smaller
compared with below half band gap NLDC (A. Villeneuve et aI., 1993).

The response time and the recovery time of the NLDC were determined by a
pump-and-probe method, where a weak TE-polarized probe pulse monitors the
transmission change caused by a strong TM-polarized pump pulse as a function of time
delay. The variable time delay was introduced into the probe beam, which was also
chopped at 500 Hz for lock-in detection. Zero time delay was defined at the maximum
switching. After passing through the NLDC, the strong pump pulse was eliminated by a
Glan-Thompson polarizer. To reduce the loss from guiding, the total injection current
was lowered to 60 rnA, resulting in more than two times improvement in the probe
transmission without changing the luminescence peak wavelength. In Figure 27-a, the
probe intensity from each channel is normalized to the sum of the intensities of both
channels. The normalized probe intensities show ultrafast switching from one channel to
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Figure 27. All optical switching in a current injected NLDC. a) is the
nonnalized probe transmission of each channels as a function of time delay.
The dashed line is for channel 1 and the solid line is for channel 2. b) is the
total transmission of both channels.

the other in a time shorter than 1 picosecond with full recovery to the initial state. The
total probe intensity from both channels (Fig. 27-b), shows a drastic change from transient
absorption to transient gain within the input pulse width. This behavior of the probe
transmission was not seen with a HLPl400 laser diode (C.T. Hultgren et al., 1992) which
will be discussed further in the later section. Figure 28 shows probe transmissions at the
gain region, the transparency point, and the absorption region of a HLPI400 laser diode
with 60 rnA injected current. In contrast to the probe transmission in the absorption
region of a HLPl400 laser diode, the probe transmission of the DH NLDC does not show
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the long lasting probe transmission increase within 4 picoseconds, which should follow the
spectral hole burning due to the carrier generation. This has been speculated to be due to
the operation near the transparency point or due to the superlattice like structure of the
sample.
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Figure 28. Probe transmission of HLP 1400 laser diode with 60 rnA. The
transmission is normalized to the transmission of probe without a pump.

4-2-2 Separate confinement heterostructure NLDC

To compare the dimensionality of the MQW active core and to improve the
guiding properties, a new NLDC was fabricated on a separate confinement heterostructure
(SCH) laser diode. Figure 29 shows the structure of the sample. The MQW core had five
layers of 100

AGaAs quantum wells and 6 layers of 100 A AlO.3GaO.7As barriers.

The
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o

aluminum concentration (30%) and thickness (100 A) of the barriers are known to provide
complete separation of quantum wells. The optical confinement layers (0.25 J.lm thick
AlO.3SGao.6SAs) provides additional confinement of carriers near the MQW core layer,
enhancing the carrier capture efficiency. In this sample, the optical confinement layers had
low dopant concentration (2xto t7 Icm2) to reduce free carrier absorption. The top and
bottom cladding layers consisted of Al o.4s Gao.ssAs.

Even though the aluminum

concentration of the cladding layers (45%) is higher than the aluminum concentration
(37%) for r-band and L-band's band edge cross-over, the SCH laser diode usually shows
lower threshold current density than the DH laser diode (C. Weisbuch, B. Vinter, 1991).

rCr/AU

~3.L.;;~~1~2;..LJ1111=+-1....;;.3...L;;~=--V p+. GaAs (0.3 J.lIl1)

r====i

r====i~ p • Al.45Ga.55As (0.8 J.lm)

I - - - - - - - - - - - t / p • Al.35Ga.65As ( 0.25 Jlm)
------------------------------------------- _ GaAs(lOOA) / Al.3Ga.7As(lOOA)
===============
\ MQW ( 5 period + barrier)
' \ n· AI.3sGa.6sAs (0.25 Jlm)

1-----------1

n. Al.4sGa.ssAs (3 Jlm)

- n+· GaAs Substrate
""'-- AU,Ge,Ni / Au

Figure 29. Structure of SCH NLDC.
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The mode confinement factor of the cold core waveguide (i.e., without current) was
estimated to be r

co

0.22.

The SCH NLDC had the same waveguide structure as the DH NLDC.
fabrication procedure is summarized in Figure 30.

The

After defining the NLDC

photolithographic ally on a laser diode wafer, the sample was etched about 1.2 Jim deep by
RIB. Then, the patterned side was coated with 500

A of SiO as an insulator to provide

complete current confinement under the waveguides instead of just relying on Schottky
barriers. The metalized p+-GaAs layer was exposed by removing both the photoresist and
the SiO film from the waveguides. The thick n-GaAs substrate was lapped down to the
usual laser diode thickness (- 100 Jim). For ohmic contacts, the n-doped side was first
0

0

0

0

coated with 100 A of Ni, 400 A of Ge, and 800 A of Au. It was then annealed at 430 C
for 30 second in a nitrogen environment. The n-side was coated again with 100

Aof Ni

and 3000 Aof Au to reduce the spreading resistance. After the n-side ohmic contact was
coated, 100

Aof Cr and 4000 Aof Au were deposited on the p-doped side.

The ohmic

contact on the p-side was achieved through a highly metalized p+-GaAs layer on the top of
the ridge waveguide. Annealing should be avoided after the p-side coating because, when
heated, Au condenses forming grains on the SiO layer.

Annealing also lowers the

Schottky barrier on the etched area which has low doping concentration. The sample was
cleaved at the desired coupling length (2 mm), and indium soldered on a polished copper
heat sink which was coated with 200 A of nickel and 8 J1ffi of indium. Each sample had
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1) Photolithography

5) n - side ohmic contact
Ni,Ge,Au

2) RIE

6) Annealing
( 430°C, 30 sec. )

""',c----------,

2

,

Time (min. )

3) SiO Coating ( 500 A)

5) n - side coating

4) Lift Off

7) p - side coating

Ni,Au

Cr,Au

Figure 30. SCH NLDC fabrication procedure.
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three pairs of NLDC's.

The TE mode coupling length of the NLDC changed from 1.5 mm (with a cold
core) to 2.0 mm (with a hot core for 310 rnA total current). The absorption spectrum of
the

scn

NLDC was taken at 380 rnA total current and is shown in Figure 31. The

absorption coefficient a.L is calculated comparing the transmission of each wavelength to
the transmission of the 910 nm pulses. The coupling efficiency (8%) of the 910 nm pulses
is assumed to be constant for all wavelengths. The peak of the luminescence spectrum
was close to the maximum gain which indicated the well defined two dimensional nature
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Figure 31. Absorption spectrum of SCH NLDC with 380 rnA. The
sample was 2 mm long and had 3 pairs of NLDC's. The solid line is the
luminescence spectrum. The solid squares are measured a.L points. The
thin lines are for eyeguidance only. Note that the peak of luminescence
corresponds to the maximum gain.
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of the sample. The sample lased at 873 nm with 400 rnA of continuous current which
corresponds to 1.1 kA/cm2 current density.

Despite a high gain and superior guiding properties, the current injected SCH
NLDC did not show all-optical switching. Figure 32-a shows the normalized TE mode
transmission of each waveguide with a single beam input. No current was injected, so the
869 nm pulse experienced high absorption (aL.,. 6). The initial cross state contrast ratio 6
: 1 switched to the bar state contrast ratio 1 : 2 as the input pulse energy increased. The
TE mode cross-over pulse energy was 20 pJ. The contrast ratio of the bar state did not
improve further as the input pulse energy increased, because 2PA limited the maximum
power available for switching as shown in Figure 32-b. With 310 rnA of total current, at
which the transmission of 870 nm pulses became the same as that of 910 nm pulses i.e., an
apparent transparency point, the SCH NLDC stayed in the cross state over the available
input power range as shown in Figure 33-a. In other words, the light coupled from one
guide to the other, but did not switch back to the first guide with increasing intensity. No
switching behavior of the SCH NLDC was observed at any wavelength even for higher
current densities. There is no answer for this undesirable response of the SCH NLDC.
But one can speculate that the modal nonlinearity of the SCH NLDC became saturated
too easily (C. Weisbuch, B. Vinter, 1991) or, that the nonlinear refractive indices of the
two waveguides were strongly coupled through DC field perturbation. The well-confined
MQW is sensitive to a DC electric field due to quantum confined Stark effect which can
be disturbed by an optical pulse. The perturbation of the DC field can propagate at the
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speed of the optical pulse changing the neighboring waveguide's index of refraction. As a
result, there might not be enough accumulated net phase difference for switching.

4-2-3 Hitachi HLPI400 Laser Diode

Because of the unexpected probe transmission in the DH MQW NLDC, the
Hitachi HLPI400 laser diode was tested again. This is the same laser diode as used by
Hultgren and Ippen (1991).

As shown in Figure 34, the HLPI400 laser diode is a

channeled substrate planar (CSP) double heterostructure laser which is 300 Ilm long with

1.5 J.1ffi x 1 J.1ffi mode area. The CSP waveguide structure has been well analyzed by
Butler and Evans (1989) using effective index techniques. In this structure, the main

Ti,Mo,Au
'----t--

n - GaAs ( 0.8 mm )
p - GaAs ( 1.0 Ilm)

p - Al.35Ga.65 As (2.2 Ilm)
Al.osGa.9s As (0.05 Ilm)
n - AI.3sGa.6s As ( 0.25 J.1ffi )
n - GaAs ( 100 J.1m )

AU,Ge,Ni,Cr,Au

Figure 34. Hitachi HLPI400 laser diode structure.
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mechanism for the lateral guiding derives from the fact that the optical mode in the center
of the mode is relatively lossless, whereas it is highly lossy in the lateral wing position due
to coupling of optical power from the active region to the lossy substrate. The excessive
loss at the mode wings pushes the threshold current to 60 rnA, corresponding to 13
kA/cm2 of current density, in contrast with the broad area Fabry-Perot DH laser diode
which lases below 1 kA/cm2 with a bulk active layer. (W.T. Tsang, 1981).

In the experiment, both end facets of the laser diode were anti-reflection (AR)
coated to suppress lasing. Figure 35 shows the luminescence spectrum of the HLPI400
laser diode at different currents. As expected, the peak of the luminescence spectrum
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Figure 35. Luminescence spectrum of HLPI400 laser diode. The solid line
is the luminescence with 30 rnA of current. TIe long dashed line is for 45
rnA and the dotted line is for 60 rnA. The threshold current before AR
coating was 60 rnA.
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shifts to the blue as the current is increased due to a phase filling effect, indicating efficient
heat removal from the gain medium. Also the luminescence peak wavelength (823 nm) at
the threshold current (60 rnA) is shorter than the lasing wavelength (835 nm) before AR
coating which corresponds to the maximum gain wavelength after AR coating as shown in
Figure 36.
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Figure 36. Gain spectrum of AR coated HLPl400 laser diode with 60 rnA
current.The solid line is the luminescence spectrum.

Figure 37 shows the single beam measurement of gain saturation at 60 rnA. The
coupling efficiency was estimated with the transmission of low intensity 865 nm pulses
which should not experience any gain or absorption from the core.

The estimated

coupling efficiency (9%) was assumed to be constant for all wavelengths. When the
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wavelength was longer than the maximum gain wavelength, the transmission showed a
typical behavior of gain saturation as the input pulse energy increased. At high input pulse
energies, the transmission of all wavelength pulses dropped below one. This could be
attributed to 2PA and/or the induced absorption predicted by Knorr et al. (1993). The
induced absorption in the gain region through a coherent interaction of light and
absorption was not distinguishable from 2PA through this measurement.

When the

wavelength was shorter than the maximum gain wavelength, it showed a transmission
increase before gain saturation occured, even in the apparent gain region where the
transmission is higher than the transmission of 865 nm pulses. The transmission increase
should come from an absorption bleaching which makes the pump and probe
measurements questionable in defining a transparency point of a waveguide core with
gain. The absorption bleaching in the apparent gain region was also observed in the time
of flight measurements in which the center of the pulse appeared to be delayed.

The pulse propagation time through the laser diode was measured by cross
correlating a transmitted pulse and a reference pulse in a 1 mm thick KTP crystal. The
input pulse had TE polarization.

Figure 38 shows the output pulse shapes which

propagated through the laser diode in the absorption region (810 nm) and at the
transparency point (820 nm). The input pulse shape was taken without the sample, setting
zero time delay. In the figure, the positive time delay denotes the front part of the pulse,
and the negative time delay the tail part of the pulse. With the sample, the zero of time
delay was delayed by -2800 fs (-420 Ilm). So the time delay due to a laser diode becomes
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Time Delay = -T+ 2800 (fs)
where T is the arrival time in the delayed time frame. Figure 39 shows the pulse shapes at
the maximum gain (835 nm), and below the band gap of Alo.osGao.9sAs core (865 nm). All
cross correlation datum were fitted well with a Gaussian pulse shape given by
Y=

A

2

2

{;7 exp (-2(t- to) l't ) + Yo

'tV~

where A, to, 't and Yo are fitting parameters. The fitting parameter A corresponds to an
area of a Gaussian curve. To make the pulse width change distinctive in the figure 38 and
39, the cross correlation signal was normalized with the fitting parameter A. So a short
pulse has higher peak value than a long pulse. The pulse width change in the absorption
region (810 nm) distinguishes itself from that in the gain region (835 nm).

In the

absorption region, a pulse gets narrower as the input pulse energy increases. In contrast, a
pulse gets broader in the gain region for increasing input pulse energy.

The time delay in Figure 40 is the difference of the flight times without the sample
and with the sample for each wavelength with 10 femtojoule (fJ) input pulse energy. So
the group delay dispersion (GOD) of the set-up itself, which was about 9 fslnm, is already
separated from the GOD of the laser diode. The group refractive index corresponding to
the group velocity v g

= dOO =~
dk

C
c't
n' = - = Vg
L

n

is proportional to the flight time ('t)
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where c is the speed of light in free space, and L is the sample length (300 J.Ul1). Because
the measured time delay is the difference of the flight times, the group refractive index is
given by n· = 1 +~*(Time Delay). As shown by van der Ziel and Logan (1983), the n*
L
of GaAs DH lasers is larger than the refractive index (n "" 3.6) of GaAs, except for the
highly dispersive short wavelength region near the band edge. From the time of flight
measurements, the estimated n· of HLP 1400 laser diode ranges from 4.07 to 3.87 over the
measured wavelengths with negative curvature. The input pulse energy dependent time
delay (Fig.41) shows a consistent feature related to the absorption depletion shown in the
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Figure 40. Group delay dispersion of HLP1400 laser diode with
60 rnA current. The laser diode is 300 J.Ul1 long. The time delay
is measured with .... 150 fs pulses.
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transmission measurement (Fig.37).

In a saturable gain medium, the front edge is

amplified through the fresh gain medium whereas the tailing edge sees much less gain due
to the change in saturation of gain during the passage of the pulse. The net effect is that
the center of high intensity pulses which are able to saturate the gain, appears propagating
faster than the low intensity pulses which do not experience gain saturation. The same
argument holds for a saturable absorption. The front edge bleaches the absorption, while
the following portion of the pulse propagates free of absorption. So, the high intensity
pulse peak appears to propagate slower in a saturable absorber. In Figure 41, the time
delay ~t is defined as the time of flight of the high intensity pulses (I) minus the time of

40

810nm

·60
0.01

0.1

10

Input PulseEnergy ( pJ )
Figure 41. Input pulse energy dependent flight time through
HLPI400 laser diode. The laser diode is driven at 60 rnA. Squares
are for 810 nm pulses (absorption), circles are for 820 nm pulses
(transparency point), up-triangles are for 835 nm pulses (gain), and
down-triangles are for 865 nm pulses (below band edge).
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flight of the low intensity (10) reference pulses, d't

='t(I)- 't(lo)' where the time of flight

of 10 fJ pulses is taken as the reference. At 865 nm where the wavelength is detuned
away from gain or absorption, there is no measurable time of flight difference. At the
peak of gain (835 nm), the high intensity pulses propagate faster than the low intensity
pulses due to gain saturation. At 820 nm, which corresponds to the apparent transparency
point, the peak of the pulse propagates slow first as the input pulse energy is increased.
As the input pulse energy is further increased, the propagation speed recovers to the low
intensity limit. The input pulse energy corresponding to the maximUI:n time delay matches
well the maximum transmission input pulse energy of 820 nm pulses in Figure 37, implying
that 820 nm pulses experience a saturable absorption at the apparent transparency point.
For the short wavelength pulses (810 nm), apparently in the absorption region, a time of
flight delay as long as 50 fs was observed, close to input pulse energies corresponding to
the maximum transmission for the same wavelength pulses.

In this section, the single beam transmission and d't measurements emphasize the
effects of thin gain medium by taking the transmission of long wavelength pulses and the
time of flight of low intensity pulses as the references for the measurements. But as
shown in the GDD measurement (Fig. 40), the optical mode overlaps with the surrounding
GaAs substrate which acts as a source of optically excited carriers, with no participation in
the gain dynamics. For a pump-probe experiment on a waveguide, the probe beam carries
a geometrically averaged information over the optical mode. So the structure of the
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waveguide and its properties should be addressed carefully before withdrawing properties
of the waveguide core.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION

This work has been devoted to finding a large optical nonlinearity with a
subpicosecond recovery time. Since the first suggestion of using a NLDC as an alloptical switching device by Jensen (1982), many researchers have demonstrated NLDC's
made of glass waveguides and semiconductor waveguides.

Table 1 summarizes the

history of switching performances of NLDC's. A NLDC using a resonant transparency

Table 1. All-optical switching performance of NLDC.
Material

Nonlinearity

Optical pulse
width

Pulse
Energy

Device
Length

Dual core fiber t

Kerr

100 fs

3nJ

5mm

Semiconductor

2

Resonance

10 p~
(Recovery time - 4 ns)

400pJ

1.2mm

Semiconductor3

Resonance

2 ps
(Recovery time - 130 ps)

N.A.

O.5mm

Semiconductor4

Excitonic optical Stark
effect

260 fs

50pJ

1.24mm

SemiconductorS

Kerr
(below half band gap)

400- 500fs

20pJ

20mm

150fs

6pJ

1.24mm

6

Semiconductor

Resonance
(Transparency point of
gain medium)

1) S.R. Fribergetal., 1988.
4) S.O. Lee et aI., 1991.
N.A. : Not available.

2)R.Jinetal.,1988.
3)P.LiKamWaetal.,1991.
5) A. Villeneuve et aI., 1993. 6) S.O. Lee et aI., 1994.
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nonlinearity of an inverted semiconductor shows itself to be the best candidate for
switches of semiconductor photonic integrated circuits, in terms of device size, switching
energy, and fast recovery time. A resonant operation of optical devices is obviously
advantageous for a monolithic integration of optical devices and supporting electronic
devices.

With better understanding of the dynamics of inverted semiconductors, the
switching performance of DH NLDC described in chapter 4 can be improved further.
The SCH NLDC made of 5 layers of well separated quantum wells showed problems of
spectral shift, even though it did not show an all-optical switching. Because the transition
from a gain to an absorption was abrupt for the quantum well SCH NLDC sample, the
output spectrum was peaked at the maximum gain wavelength even if the input spectrum
was centered at the apparent transparency point. An inverted bulk semiconductor would
help to define a transparency point and to moderate a spectral shift which comes from a
nonuniform amplification and absorption. As mentioned in chapter 4, the largest optical
nonlinearity at the transparency point (n2 = -2xlO- 11 cm2/W) was observed with a laser
diode amplifier which had a large optical mode confinement factor (r ... 0.39) (R.S. Grant
et aI., 1991). Therefore, by increasing the confinement factor and using an inverted bulk
semiconductor, one can get an all-optical switching device which recovers in
subpicoseconds and requires a switching pulse energy as low as 0.2 pJ assuming 1 J.Ul12
mode area, 1 ps pulse width and 2 mm device length.
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Even with the improved switching power and recovery time, there are several
technological issues to be resolved for future implementation which include:
1) Pulse break-up problems,
2) Timing of control and signal pulses,
3) Polarization transparency requirement.
Pulse break-up may occur due to the coherent interaction of light and matter (P.A.
Harten et aI., 1992) or due to the continuous intensity profile of an optical pulse (S.R.
Friberg et aI., 1988; A. Villeneuve et aI., 1992). In the pulse propagation experiment
with an HLPI400 laser diode which is 300 J.Ul1 long, no pulse break-up was observed.
But this should be carefully tested with longer waveguides. The pulse break-up due to
NLDC switching with a continuous intensity profile lowers the contrast ratio of the
switched state in a single beam experiment, because the low intensity tail and head of the
pulse remain unswitched. In a pump and probe (or control and signal) configuration, the
pulse break-up problem due to NLDC switching can be solved if the walk-off between
TE and TM modes is utilized. Using a properly designed waveguide with controlled
walk-off, a pump pulse can sweep across a probe pulse setting a switched state over an
entire probe pulse envelope (M. Asobe, 1995). For such work, it is necessary to study
the group velocity dispersion of the waveguide and its intensity dependence. As shown in
figure 41, the propagation speed changes as the pulse intensity changes. The intensity
dependent propagation constant is of interest not only theoretically but also as a critical
parameter determining the timing of control and signal pulses in cascaded optical devices.
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The issue of polarization transparency, which means that an all-optical switching
device should be independent of the input pulse polarization, stems from the current
optical fiber communication system. The ordinary standard single mode fiber does not
preserve the polarization. Therefore, straightforward interfacing to standard single mode
telecommunication system is an obvious advantage of polarization transparent devices.

In conclusion, all-optical switching of NLDC has been demonstrated with 6 pJ
cross-over pulse energy and subpicosecond recovery time. With a properly designed
device, all-optical switching with subpicojoule pulse energy and subpicosecond recovery
time can be obtained. Such an all-optical switching device becomes practical together
with subpicosecond laser diode light sources such as the passively mode-locked bow-tie
laser diode demonstrated by Summers (1995) which emits 750 fs pulses with peak power
of 0.35 W at 132 GHz repetition rate.
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